NOW AVAILABLE FOR BARTER!

Secret to Sovereignty is the second book by constitutional scholar, Michael Badnarik. His first book, Good to be King, focused on the philosophical principles embodied in our founding documents. Michael wanted people to discover for themselves the disturbing reality that most of what our government does is unconstitutional. His second book was written to teach people what is required on a practical level to begin the restoration of the great republic we thought could never end.

His latest book is not available for sale. Michael does not accept Monopoly money, Confederate money, or Federal Reserve Notes - for the simple reason that none of these slips of paper have any real value. In a world economy that is crashing around us, Michael is only willing to engage in "quid pro quo" - "something for something". Anyone wishing to obtain a copy of his book must send one ounce of .999 fine silver to the address listed below.

Here is what has already been said about the book:

The Secret to Sovereignty is secret no more! Michael Badnarik has written the book that desperately needed to be written. No magic bullet; it promises nothing, yet delivers everything you need to know. If you are ready to throw off the shackles of slavery, Michael shows us how.
Robert Scott Bell Syndicated radio host

I proudly bear witness that Michael Badnarik personifies each of the “secrets” now fully revealed in this latest book, which I never wanted to put down once I started reading.
David Schied MA, Education; co-founder, Sherman Institute; book/multimedia author, Streetwise and Safe At Last!

Do you want to know what sovereignty is? Read this book by the most successful and honest sovereign that I know. He not only wrote the book on Sovereignty - he lives as a sovereign. Michael Badnarik is a brave and dedicated sovereign and this proves it!
Bernard von NotHaus Monetary Architect, Liberty Dollar

To obtain your copy of this provocative new book, please send one ounce of .999 fine silver to: Secret to Sovereignty – 412 East William Cannon #1403, Austin, Texas 78745-5777